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ABSTRACT
Drivers approaching lane closures due to roadworks tend to choose a target lane (plan) and seek
suitable gaps to execute the plan (action). The plan is however latent or unobserved as the driver
may or may not be able to move to the target lane due to the constraints imposed by the surrounding
traffic. Hence, only the actions of the driver (as manifested by their final lane occupancies) are
observed in the trajectory data. This paper analyses such mandatory lane changing behaviour in a
roadworks environment in detail with data from a controlled driving simulator experiment and a
simple stated preference survey with the same group of participants. While in the former drivers
face similar constraints in implementing the plans as in the real world, in the simple stated choice
survey the same drivers elicit their preferred target lanes without a need to put the plan into action.
We contrast the findings from the two sources and also show correlations between the latent plan
and stated target components in a latent class model. The results provide new insights into lane
changing behaviour that may be useful for example for traffic management purposes. Furthermore,
using stated choice data potentially reduces the cost of data collection for model development.
Keywords: Driving behaviour, lane changing, driving simulator, stated choice
BACKGROUND
Lane-changing models are important components of traffic microsimulation tools which are
widely used for evaluating the impacts of alternate transport planning and operational decisions
[Alexiadis et al. 2004]. Over the years there have been significant research efforts in increasing
the fidelity of the lane changing models [Moridpur et al. 2010, Zheng 2014] which have
concentrated on developing frameworks to enhance the behavioural realism of the lane-changing
models [e.g. Toledo et al. 2003, Toldeo et al. 2005, Choudhury and Ben-Akiva 2007] and
calibrating and validating them [Zheng and Sarvi 2016]. This is challenging given that lanechanging decisions are affected by a variety of factors including the general network and traffic
conditions (e.g. average speed, density), neighbourhood conditions (e.g. speeds and positions od
surrounding vehicles), driver characteristics (age, gender, risk-taking propensity, etc.). A further
complication that arises in understanding driving behaviour in these contexts is that in order to
understand driver preferences, we need to filter out the impact of the constraints they face. Let us
consider a simple example. A driver who finds himself in an approach to roadworks may have an
underlying preference for changing into the appropriate lanes early on so as to avoid late (and
potentially more difficult and/or risky) changes. However, his/her ability to do so is affected by
the surrounding traffic. For an analyst, it is then difficult to understand whether the driver changes
lanes only at a late stage out of preference or because of external constraints. The development of
joint models for target lane choice and gap acceptance [Toledo et al. 2005, Choudhury and BenAkiva 2007] is an important step towards gaining such an understanding.
Lane-changing models
Theoretical frameworks of lane-changing models often consider two types of lane
changing behaviour, namely discretionary lane changes (out of a desire for a higher speed or out
of courtesy) and mandatory lane changes (near intersections, motorway diverges, or due to lane
drops). In case of an approach to roadworks with a lane drop, one may initially observe
discretionary lane changing behaviour when the driver is still far away from the roadworks, but all
drivers will in the end be forced to change lanes and hence drivers will exhibit mandatory lane
changing behaviour closer to the lane drop. These theoretical models look at surrounding vehicles
to determine the desire for and possibility of a lane change. In particular, the desire for a lane
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change may be affected by the speed of the head and tail vehicle (i.e., the vehicle directly in front
and behind in the same lane) and the possibility of a lane change is affected by the lead and lag
vehicle (i.e., the vehicles in front and behind in the target lane). Several models have been proposed
in the literature, including rule-based models [e.g. Gipps 86, Wei et al. 2000, Hidas 2002, Kesting
et al. 2007], probabilistic models [e.g. Yang and Koutsopoulos 96, Toledo et al. 2003], artificial
intelligence-based models [e.g. Hunt and Lyons 94, Hou et al. 2013, Balal et al. 2016, Li et al. 16,
Xie et al. 2019, Zhang et al. 2019], and game theory-based model [e.g. Kita 99, Kita et al. 2002,
Talebpour et al. 2015, Wang et al. 2015, Kang & Rakha. 2017, Yu et al. 2018, Zimmermann et al.
2018, Ali et al. 2019, Lin et al. 2019]. In this paper we focus on probabilistic models for mandatory
lane changes.
Data sources
The lane-changing models have primarily relied on vehicle trajectories extracted from
video recordings of field traffic. Though such data best represent the true driving behaviour it has
several limitations: measurement errors, complex confounding of influencing factors, less control
on the external factors, and absence of driver characteristics to name a few. This has motivated
researchers to investigate the suitability of driving simulator data for developing lane changing
models in recent years.
In a driving simulator participant drivers drive an instrumented vehicle in a simulated
roadway and hence researchers can manipulate the surrounding and run various hypothetical
scenarios. This has led to use of driving simulator data for development of intersection gapacceptance [e.g. Danaf et al. 2015, Paschalisdis et al. 2018], passing gap-acceptance [e.g Farah et
al. 2009], mandatory lane-changing [e.g. Ali et al. 2018] and longitudinal movement behaviour
[e.g. Hamder et al. 2016] in varied conditions ranging from different road conditions, mental states
(e.g. angry, stressed), vehicle types (e.g. automated, semi-automated), etc. Although there has
been scepticism regarding the simulator fidelity (physical and behavioural) in relation to how well
the driver’s behaviour in a simulator matches with his/her behaviour in real roads [Lee 2003],
recent research has shown that the car-following models developed using driving simulator data
have reasonable (though not perfect) transferability between the driving simulator and real world
traffic with the transferability score being better when both samples are collected from drivers of
the same region [Papadimitriou and Choudhury 2017]. Driving simulator data are however very
expensive to collect given the fixed costs associated with developing and running a high fidelity
simulator. Moreover, the driving simulator (as well as the field traffic) data do not allow
researchers to get information about the target lane of the driver or even the intention of a driver
to change lane which according to literature have significant impacts on the lane-changing
behaviour [Toledo et al. 2005, Choudhury and Ben-Akiva 2013].
This motivates our research to investigate the suitability of Stated Choice (SC) data for
development of econometric models of lane-changing. In SC surveys, respondents are presented
with hypothetical scenarios and asked to state their preferred options in each scenario (without
needing to put the plan into action). Due to the lower cost and ease of administration, it has been
widely used in the field of travel behaviour and consumer choice modelling. SC data is however
prone to hypothetical bias and behavioural incongruence due to absence of constraints that very
often affect the real world decisions.
Study objectives, contributions, and paper outline
We propose to estimate probabilistic models for mandatory lane changes based on a
combination of SC data (where the lane changing intention and target lane of the driver are known,
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but the choices are unconstrained) and driving simulator data (where the intentions and targets are
unobserved, but the practical constraints of executing a lane change is prevalent). We investigate
the similarities and differences between the two data sources and propose a framework that utilizes
the strengths of each data source. Novel joint models are developed in this regard using advanced
choice modelling techniques. This allows us to untangle the effects of (unconstrained) target lane
selection and to better understand the impact of surrounding vehicles regarding the target lane,
which may for example be useful for traffic management purposes. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time SC has been applied in modelling lane-choice behaviour and this work is a
first step towards combining driving simulator data with SC data. By including SC data there is
potential to reduce the number of simulator experiments and hence reduce data collection costs
without compromising model fidelity.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. We first discuss the two data efforts
before looking at model specification and results. The findings are summarized in the end along
with directions of future research.
DATA COLLECTION
This research aims to address this research gap by investigating drivers’ lane changing behaviour
leading up to roadworks by augmenting driving simulator data with stated preference survey data.
The stated preference data, which is more economic compared to driving simulator or field studies,
provides the initial lane preferences of the drivers at specific critical points approaching the road
works. The driving simulator data, collected using the University of Leeds Driving Simulator
(UoLDS), provides the dynamic lane changing decisions of the same drivers as well as detailed
information about the speeds and positions of the surrounding drivers. The two data sources used
for the study are presented in this section. In each case, the experimental settings are presented
first, followed by the characteristics of the datasets.
Driving simulator data
The study was conducted between October 2013 and April 2014 on a second-generation, motionbase, high fidelity driving simulator. The simulator vehicle is an adapted 2005 Jaguar S-type
vehicle cab with fully-functional internal controls and dashboard instrumentation. The simulator
vehicle is enclosed in a spherical projection dome (4m diameter) to reduce interference from
external visual and auditory stimuli. Participants operate the simulator vehicle as they would any
automatic transmission vehicle in the real-world. The simulator incorporates an eight degree of
freedom motion system, immersive visual environment, surround sound, and driver feedback
(through steering torque and brake pedal sensation). Images are generated and rendered at 60
frames per second and presented to give a forward field of view of 250°, rear field of view of 40°,
with a vertical field of view of 45°. The simulator system collects data relating to driver behaviour
(vehicle control), the vehicle (position, speed, accelerations, etc.) and other autonomous vehicles
in the scene (e.g. identity, position and speed) at a rate of 60Hz. See Figure 1 and 2 for the simulator
and experiment setup.
A total of 40 drivers were recruited for a study of traffic management signage strategies
involving up to 3 hours of driving. Participants were split evenly into four groups (male high and
low experience; female high and low experience1). Two levels of surrounding traffic were scripted;
1

Experience was a function of years driving and annual mileage. Drivers in the low experience
group had less than 5 years of driving experience and less than 10k mileage per year. The rest belonged to
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a low flow of 100 vehicles per lane per hour and a high flow of 600 vehicles per lane per hour
(which became 1200 vehicle per lane per hour in the roadwork area due to closure of two lanes).
It may be noted that due to the practical limitations of the simulator, it was not feasible to create
the level of congestion we would experience in the real-world, the low and high flow conditions
rather replicated scenarios where the drivers had free and slightly restricted choice respectively for
executing their lane changes. These traffic flow rates were presented in separate drives, with the
presentation order counterbalanced across the participant sample. The virtual environment
presented was a four lane motorway with no hard shoulder and a concrete central reservation.
Emergency refuge areas (ERAs) were visible at regular intervals.

Figure 1: The University of Leeds Driving Simulator

Figure 2: Examples of the motorway setting
The ambient traffic in the simulator adopts a ‘cooperatively aggressive’ approach. This
means that whilst an ambient vehicle has sufficient headway it will maintain its course and speed
and will not adjust trajectory to allow other vehicles to move into in the lane in front of it (i.e. is
aggressive enough not to initiate cooperation). However, if another vehicle (be it the subject car or
another ambient vehicle in the flow of traffic) begins to move into the lane in front of an ambient
vehicle then it will immediately decelerate (if necessary) to accommodate the entering vehicle
allowing for sufficient headway between them (i.e. respond cooperatively). It may be noted that
the ambient traffic was however not programmed to signal to the driver of the subject car through
using the indicators or any other means that it is safe for the driver to move out in front of it as this
is not a very frequent phenomenon on UK roads.
In the data used here, we focus on an approach to roadworks where the two outside lanes (out of
four lanes) are closed. Fixed plates signs displayed on both sides of the carriageway included an
advance warning of upcoming roadworks, followed by four signs showing an upcoming double
lane closure (lanes 1 and 2). The total length of this road section was 1750m and the speed limit
remained at 70mph for the duration. An schematic diagram of the experiment is shown in Figure
3.
the high experience group.
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Figure 3: Segment driven in driving simulator

Driver lane choice was recorded once every second. We chose the time resolution as small
as practicable in choice models. The reaction time considered in most car-following models is
around 1 second. In lane changing, strategic lane changing decisions take more than 30 seconds to
make and execute (Sukthankar et al., 1997), while tactical lane change decisions are made between
5 and 30 seconds and operational decisions (including gap acceptance) are made on a time scale
less than 5 seconds (Alexiadis et al., 2004). Therefore, we believe that using a time scale of 1
second should be sufficient. In addition, using an even finer resolution would further increase the
percentage of choices where no lane change is performed. A total of 5,409 observations were
collected in total (where staying in the lane is also an observation), with average scenario transit
time of 67.6 seconds. Data has been analysed from the approach to the lane closure only due to
interruptions in driver behaviour from congestion during the roadworks section of the drive.
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Stated choice data
The SC survey was conducted for 35 of the 40 respondents who had participated in the simulator
experiment. There were three runs per respondent, with different traffic levels, broadly a low, mid
and high traffic flow scenario, yielding overall data that is on average similar to that from the
simulator. This was made possible by taking screenshots from the simulator low and high flow
scenarios at different points where the traffic is of course not uniform. Respondents were faced
with static screenshots from the simulator (i.e. using the same graphics) but without a rear view
mirror. These were taken at distances of 800, 600, 400 and 200 yards from the roadworks, and
respondents were each time asked which lane they would prefer to find themselves in after the
next 200 yard section. This is different from making a choice as respondents can indicate a
preference without a need to make an actual change, and do so even if the gap between vehicles is
very small. The environment is also static, rather than dynamic, with no indication of speed of
other vehicles and no control of speed of the vehicle. An example is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Example of a stated choice scenario
Initial analysis
As a first step, we provide an initial analysis of which lanes respondents find themselves in at
different distances from the roadworks, in both the simulator and SC data. The results of this are
presented in TABLE 1. For the simulator data, we have observations from before the closure signs
and then at various segments along the road, as well as after the closure, noting again that this data
was not included in our models. For the SC data, respondents are asked in which lane they would
like to be over the next 200 yards and the first observation thus relates to the 600 to 400 yards
segment, in response to the choice screen faced at 800 yards. The simulator data clearly shows a
pattern of respondents moving away from the lanes that will be closed, a process that proceeds at
a constant trend, showing that some drivers change lanes early while others do so later on. The
same happens in the SC data, and there is a very close correspondence in the share of drivers that
filter themselves into lanes 3 and 4 at different distances, with 71.38% and 68.57% at 600 to 400
yards in the simulator and SC data, respectively, where this increases to 83.64% and 83.81% at
400 to 200 yards, and 93.21% and 95.24% for the final 200 yards.
TABLE 1: Initial data analysis – location of drivers at different distances from
closure
Simulator data
Lane 1

Lane 2

Stated choice data
Lane 3

Lane 4

Lane 1

Lane 2

Lane 3

Lane 4
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between 800 and 600 yds
from closure
between 600 and 400 yds
from closure
between 400 and 200 yds
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final 200 yds from
closure
at closure
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53.83%

38.48%

4.79%

2.90%

18.71%

36.61%

36.29%

8.39%

7.47%

21.15%

53.03%

18.35%

6.67%

24.76%

52.38%

16.19%

2.58%

13.77%

60.83%

22.81%

2.86%

13.33%

50.48%

33.33%

0.43%

6.36%

63.44%

29.77%

0.00%

4.76%

55.24%

40.00%

- 67.20%

32.80%

- 45.71%

54.29%

-

-

We also asked respondents for their preferred lane in roadworks in a general setting (i.e. outside
the experimental setup) and also for how soon they would generally like to make their way into
that lane in the approach to roadworks. Our original plan had been to use these variables as
indicators for underlying preferences in a hybrid choice model, but the sample size and variability
in the data was not sufficient for this. Nevertheless, some interesting insights can be gained. We
first asked respondents the question “When approaching a lane closure such as faced here in real
life, which lane would you aim to be in when lanes 1 and 2 close, traffic permitting?”. Out of the
35 respondents who completed the survey, 85.71% indicated a preference for lane 3. Comparing
the response to this question and the actual lane in which respondents find themselves at the point
of the closure of the outside lanes, 58.09% are in their desired lane in the SC data, where it is
striking that the figure is higher at 67.14% in the simulator data, despite the question being asked
in the SC survey setting. A possible reason for this is the high share of respondents indicating a
preference for lane 3, which is also easier for respondents to reach than lane 4 in the simulator.
Finally, respondents were asked the question “How quickly would you aim to get into that
lane?” Here, we observe that the correlation between the stated distance for moving and the actual
distance in the simulator is only 0.08, which is a direct results of drivers being affected in their
ability to change lanes by traffic around them, a point already alluded to in the introduction. The
correlation is somewhat higher in the SC data, where it is 0.16 in the first run but rises to 0.30 in
the third run.
MODEL STRUCTURE
We first discuss the modelling approach used for the simulator data before turning to the stated SC
data. We finally talk about the incorporation of random heterogeneity in the latent class model and
the joint estimation on both data sources.
Specification of models for simulator data
Drivers approaching lane closures due to roadworks tend to choose a target lane (plan) and seek
suitable gaps to execute the plan (action). The driver may or may not be able to move to the target
lane due to the constraints imposed by the surrounding traffic and hence the plan is typically
unobserved/latent. An example of lane-changing structure for a subject driver in lane 2 of a 4 lane
road is shown in Figure 5. The driver first selects a target lane, which is the most preferred lane
considering the traffic conditions and the constraints imposed by the lane closures. The choice of
the target lane indicates the preferred direction of lane change. For example, for the subject driver
in lane 2, lanes 1 is on the left hand side and lanes 3 and 4 are on the right hand side. If the target
lane is the same as the current lane, no lane change is required, and the observed action is therefore
no change. If the target lane is 1, the driver looks for suitable gaps on the left. If the target lane is
lane 3 or lane 4, the driver seeks suitable gaps on the right. A lane change is observed when the
driver finds an acceptable gap in the desired direction and moves to the left (change left) or to the
right (change right). Otherwise, he/she stays in the current lane. The choice of target lane is
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unobserved in the trajectory data since multiple decision paths can lead to the same decision.

Figure 5: The lane-changing framework for a driver on lane 2 of a 4-lane road

The model thus has two components, a target lane choice component and a gap acceptance
component.
Target lane choice
A driver is likely to prefer the lane with the highest utility. The utility function of a driver n for
choosing lane l at a specific time t can be written as:
$
$
$
$
$
!!,#
= #!,#
+ %!,#
= & $ + ' $ (!,#
+ %!,#
,
[1]
$
$
where & is a constant for lane l, (!,# is a vector of attribute levels describing lane l as faced by
driver n at time t, with an associated vector of coefficients ' $ which are to be estimated and which
$
show the impact on utility of the attributes. Finally, %!,#
is a random error term which is distributed
identically and independently across choices and alternatives according to a type I extreme value
distribution, thus yielding a logit structure.
We assume that the choice set of the driver includes all lanes that are open to traffic at
time t. The candidate attributes affecting the choice of the target lane may include general traffic
conditions (e.g. traffic density, average speed, orientation, etc. of each lane), surrounding vehicle
attributes (e.g. relative speeds, types of surrounding vehicles, etc.), path-plan impact (e.g. whether
or not the driver needs to take an exit or make a mandatory lane change in order to follow the path
and if yes, what is the remaining distance to the exit) Further, we explored extending the utility
function to include interactions with driver characteristics (e.g. age, experience, stress level,
aggressiveness, etc.). In the data available for this analysis, only gender, age and driving experience
were available as driver characteristics, and these did not show significant impacts on behaviour.
With the extreme value distribution, the probability of driver n choosing lane l (out of L
lanes) as the target lane at time t is given by:

)*$!,# (& , ' ) = ∑&

$
$
%!,#
&'((*!,#
)

%
%
%'( %!,# &'(-*!,# .

/0 {1, … , *} ,

[2]

$
where 5!,#
is 1 if lane l is open to traffic at time t for respondent n and 0 otherwise, ensuring that
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any lanes that are closed have a probability of zero. This probability is conditional on the vectors
of lane specific constants & (where one constant is to be normalised to zero) and marginal utility
coefficients ' .
The gap acceptance model
Gap acceptance is the second level of lane-changing decision-making process and is a result of
interaction between the subject drivers and the traffic in the adjacent lane in the direction of the
target lane. The interaction can be represented by variables such as relative speed between the
subject vehicle and lead and/or lag vehicle at the target lane, relative speed between the subject
vehicle and the front vehicle in the current lane, types of vehicle, distance to exit etc.
The driver evaluates both lead and lag gaps against his/her acceptable gaps threshold,
known as critical gaps. The lead and lag gaps are accepted if both are greater than the
corresponding critical gaps. The critical gap of a driver is not constant or static; rather it can vary
among drivers and for the same driver across observations depending on the surrounding
conditions. In the existing models [e.g. Toldeo et al. 2005, Choudhury and Ben-Akiva 2013],
critical gaps are assumed to follow Log-normal distributions (since the gaps have non-negative
values) where explanatory variables represent the mean of the distribution. These can be expressed
as follows:
/0,1,$
1
1 1,$
1,$
6!,# = exp:; + < (!,# + %!,# = , > ∈ {/@AB, /AC}
[3]
/0,1,$

where 6!,#

is the critical gap j in the direction of target lane l of driver n at time t, where this
1

depends on the current lane. We again have a constant ; , along with a vector of explanatory
1,$
variables (!,# associated with driver n at time t, where the impacts of these on the critical gap j
1

1,$

are measured by the estimated vector of parameters < . Finally, %!,# is a random error term
associated with critical gap j for driver n at time t, which is assumed to follow a normal
1,$
1
distribution %!,# ~E (0,F ), so as to obtain log-normal distributed critical gaps
A move to lane l at time t occurs if the driver accepts both the corresponding lead and the lag gaps.
The probability of accepting available gaps in the direction of lane l at time t can be expressed as
follows:
$46,$
/0,$46,$
$345,$
/0,$345,$
)2 $ :; , < = = ):6!,#
≥ 6!,#
= ∗ ):6!,# ≥ 6!,#
=,
[4]
!,#

$46,$

6!$345,$

where
and 6!
are the available lead and lag gaps for target lane l at time t for driver n,
which are of course a function of the lane in which the driver currently is.
A Log-normal distribution of the gap acceptance probability can be written as follows:
1,$
):6!,#

),$

≥

*+,),$

$!72!,# 89$!72!,# 8
/0,1,$
6!,# ==Φ J
K
:)

,

[5]

where Φ[. ] is the cumulative standard normal distribution. If the available gap is “infinite” as the
lane ahead is empty (for the lead gap, for example), then the gap acceptance probability becomes
equal to 1.
At any given moment in time, we seek to explain the move of driver n from the lane in
time t-1 to the lane in time t, noting that this lane may be the same (if no change is made). We
observe that the driver either moves one lane to the left (each lane change is looked at separately),
one lane to the right, or makes no change at all, where this is captured by the dependent variable
O!,# taking a value of -1, 0 or 1. We then have that the probability of the observed outcome at time
t is given by:
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+ :O!,# = 1= ⋅ )=!,#!,#,(
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:& , ' = ⋅ )2!,#!,#,(

?>.

:; , < =

[6]
where /!,#9> is the lane for driver n at time t-1. Of course, if /!,#9> =1, then :/!,#9> − 1= would
become negative, but the first line of Equation [6] would not apply anyway as O!,# could not take
the value -1. The same applies if /!,#9> = *, in which case O!,# cannot take the value +1 and the
final line of Equation [6] does not apply.
The log-likelihood function for the model estimated on the simulator data would thus be
given by:
C!
*@AB :& , ' , ; , < = = ∑E
[7]
!D> ∑#D> /TU);!,# :& , ' , ; , < =V
where W! is the number of observations for driver n.
Specification of models for stated choice data
For the SC data, the model specification is far simpler than for the simulator data in that only the
target lane model is estimated, where we define XFG and YFG to be parameters specific to the SC
data, giving us a probability of Z[JH,I,FG (XFG , YFG ) that corresponds to Equation [2]. The loglikelihood for the SC data is then simply given by:
C

-$

!,-.
!,#,(
**KL :&KL , 'KL = = ∑E
!D> ∑#D> /T \:O!,#,KL = −1= ⋅ )*!,#,KL

-$

9>.

:&KL , 'KL = +

.

!,#,(
:O!,#,KL = 0= ⋅ )*!,#,KL
:&KL , 'KL = +

-$

?>.

!,#,(
:O!,#,KL = 1= ⋅ )*!,#,KL
:&KL , 'KL =]
[8]
where W!,KL is the number of observations for person n in the SC data; O!,#,KL corresponds to the
change from the current lane (-1 and +1 denoting a change to the left and right respectively, 0
denoting no lane change).

Latent class models and joint estimation
Given the small number of individual respondents, the estimation of Mixed Logit models was not
possible, and we instead proceeded with a Latent Class model, where all parameters are generic
across classes except for the lane constants. In particular, we allow for two groups of drivers in
terms of the utility for lane 3 (vs other lanes) and two groups of drivers in terms of the utility for
lanes 1 and 2 (vs other lanes). The former is meant to capture an underlying preference (or
otherwise) for being in lane 3 at the point of closure, while the latter targets differences across
respondents in how long they remain in lanes 1 and 2 when approaching the road works.
The probability of a driver n being in class 2 for the lane 3 layer of classes (which we
refer to as layer a) is given by:
&'( (N )
^!,M4 = >?&'( (N/0 )
[9]
/0

where ^!,>4 = 1 − ^!,M4 . In class 1a, the constant for lane 3 would be given by &O , while in class
2a, it would be &O + ΔO,M4 . A similar approach is used for the second layer of classes (layer b),
which affects the constants for lanes 1 and 2, where we estimate a constant in the class allocation
probabilities `M4 , giving us an equivalent of Equation [9] in ^!,MP , and where in class 2b, we have
&$ = &$ + Δ>9M,MP for l=1,2. A respondent falls probabilistically into one class in layer a and one
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class in layer b, thus giving us a total of 4 classes. We then have that the log-likelihood function
for the simulator model becomes:
C

R
!
**@AB :&Q , ' , ; , < = = ∑E
!D> /TU∑QD> ^Q ∏#D> )!,# :&Q , ' , ; , < =V ,

[10]

where we define ^> = ^!,>4 ^!,>P , ^M = ^!,M4 ^!,>P , ^O = ^!,>4 ^!,MP and ^R = ^!,M4 ^!,MP . Each
class uses a different vector of lane constants, where in class 2 and 4, we shift the base constants
for lane 3 by ΔO,M4 , while in class 3 and 4, we shift the base constants for lane 1 and 2 by Δ>9M,MP .
For the SC data, we use the same approach and rewrite Equation [8] as:
C

!,-.
R
**KL (&KL,Q , 'KL ) = ∑E
[11]
!D> /T \∑QD> ^Q ∏#D> )*!,#,KL (&KL,Q , 'KL )]
Finally, we also estimate a joint latent class model where the same class allocation is used for both
the simulator and SC data, with generic class allocation probabilities but with different shifts in
baseline constants and all other parameters remaining dataset specific. This gives us a loglikelihood function of:

**1SA!# :&Q , ' , ; , < , &KL,Q , 'KL = =

C

C!
!,-.
R
∑E
[12]
!D> /T \∑QD> ^Q b∏#D> )!,# :&Q , ' , ; , < = ∏#D> )*!,#,KL (&KL,Q , 'KL )c]
where for those 5 individuals for whom only data from the simulator experiments is available, we
C!,-.
set ∏#D>
)*!,#,KL (&KL,Q , 'KL )=1.

RESULTS
All models were coded and estimated in R. The estimation results are summarised in Table 2 and
Table 3.
Base models
We start by looking at the results of the base model estimated on the simulator data alone. In this
models, we allow for road segment specific constants for the lanes, where the constants change
every time the driver receives a new warning sign about the approaching road works. We thus have
constants before the first closure sign, constants between 800 and 600 yards from the closure, and
so on. Each time, the constant for lane 4 is normalised to 0, thus estimating the utilities for other
lanes relative to this lane. We observe that as the driver gets closer to the lane closure, the utilities
for the two outside lanes (lanes 1 and 2) become more negative. A strong negative utility is also
associated with any lanes other than the current lane, capturing the penalty with needing to move
lanes, where this is constant independent of how many lane changes are required. The final
component of the target lane model concerns the characteristics of the lanes themselves, in terms
of vehicles in the lane and their speed relative to the driver’s vehicle. We note that the utility of a
lane is negatively affected by each additional vehicle in front, although this effect is only weakly
significant, while there is a positive change in utility for lanes where there are no vehicles visible
behind the driver’s own vehicle. There is a reduced utility for lanes where the closest vehicle in
front travels more slowly than the driver’s own vehicle, with a positive shift in utility if the speed
of the driver is faster than that of the closest vehicle behind. We finally turn to the parameters of
the gap acceptance model. In addition to two constants, which reveal that the critical gap in front
is larger than the critical gap behind, we see that the critical gap increases if the driver is travelling
faster than the vehicle in front (lead gap) or slower than the vehicle behind (lag gap). Finally, the
critical gap reduces (for both lead and lag) as the driver gets closer to the lane closure, but this
effect is not statistically significant even if it is behaviourally reasonable, implying that drivers
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take greater risks.
For the base model estimated on the SC data, we see a very clear picture in terms of
constants, showing a preference for inside lanes, with no overall significant difference between
lanes 3 and 4. A richer pattern is also observed in terms of lane changes required, where each
additional lane changes carries a greater disutility. With the static SC data, we are able to estimate
a much stronger negative effect for the number of vehicles visible in front of the driver’s own
vehicle.
Independent latent class models
For the latent class model estimated on the simulator data alone, we see only a small improvement
in log-likelihood compared to the base model, where this improvement is not statistically
significant given the increase in the number of parameters. We see that the split into the two classes
in layer a is deterministic, with a near 100% probability of falling into class 1a, and consequently
no significant differences in the utility for lane 3 in class 2a. On the other hand, the shift in the
utility for lanes 1 and 2 in class 2b is significant, and the model assigns an overall probability of
38.17% to this class. This shows heterogeneity in the utility for lanes 1 and 2 compared to lanes 3
and 4, with a non-trivial share of respondents having a smaller dislike for these lanes than other
respondents. In the presentation of the results, we refer to four overall classes, where class a as the
base class, class b includes drivers with a shift in preferences for lane 3 only, class c includes
drivers with a shift in preferences for lanes 1 and 2, and class d includes drivers with shifts in both
lanes 1 and 2 and lane 3.
The improvement offered by the latent class models is much stronger in the SC data, with
a gain in log-likelihood by 10.14 units for 4 additional parameters, which is highly significant. We
now see significant heterogeneity not just in the utility for lanes 1 and 2 (where the difference in
the utilities is now 3.8 between the two classes) but also in the utility for lane 3 (with a shift by
1.71 units). The split of respondents is more deterministic for the heterogeneity in lanes 1 and 2,
where there is a 90.3% probability of falling into the class with the less negative utility. The
probability of falling into the two classes with a higher utility for lane 3 is 36.12%.
Joint latent class model
Turning finally to the joint model, we observe a significant improvement in fit over a joint model
not taking into account heterogeneity (which would give a log-likelihood of -935.39), at the cost
of 6 additional parameters (the two class allocation constants, which are generic across the two
datasets, and the dataset specific shift terms). Crucially, this model also gives us a log-likelihood
which is no worse than the two separate latent class models despite assuming generic class
allocation probabilities. This supports the notion that the heterogeneity retrieved by this latent class
model is person specific and share across the two data environments, confirming that some
respondents have inherent preferences for given lanes. We see that for the driving simulator data,
the shift is again only significant in the utility for lanes 1 and 2, while for the SC data, the shift is
highly significant for lane 3 and weakly significant for lanes 1 and 2. Crucially, the shifts for lanes
1 and 2 are the same sign in both data sets. We also see a more even distribution across classes in
the joint models, with the lowest class probability now being 7.15% compared to 3.5% and the
highest dropping from 57.68% to 53.53%. The variations of the lane constants at different
distances are presented in Figure 6. As can be seen, the relative differences between the driving
simulator and SC pairs of constants of each latent class of drivers are very similar across all 3
common cases (noting that lane 1 is unavailable in the 200 yards to closure section for the SC
models).
It may be noted that the potential serial-correlation between the decisions of the same driver over
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time and decisions (e.g. lane choices and gap-acceptance decisions of the same driver) has been
also tested through introduction of individual specific error terms (unobserved), but did not find it
to have a significant effect. Possibly, since the latent class formulation is already capturing
substantial part of the heterogeneity. The state-dependence among the repeated observations of the
same driver (as proposed by Choudhury et al. 2007 and Toledo and Katz 2009) however was not
expected to have a significant role due to the ‘snap-shot’ nature of the SC data.
CONCLUSIONS
Our novel joint probabilistic models for mandatory lane changes enables us to untangle the effects
of (unconstrained) target lane selection and how the manifestation of the plan to change to the
target lane is affected by the constraints imposed by other (head/tail, lag/lead) vehicles. This can
be used in better traffic management – in optimum placing of road closure signs for instance (i.e.
in cases where we want drivers to change target lanes sooner).
Further, the similarities and differences in the stated choice and driving simulator results
and their respective strengths (i.e. SC providing crisp data about the target/plan, and the driving
simulator providing data about the implementation/action) can be used to reduce the sample
sizes/duration of the simulator experiments and hence allow economy in data collection costs
without compromising model fidelity.
Potential direction of future research can focus on more advanced modelling techniques
for joint model development - enriching the latent class membership component with driver
demographics, using the SC lane preferences as indicators in the combined model, to name but a
few. Of course, future studies should also make use of larger samples to increase the statistical
robustness of the estimates.
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TABLE 2: Estimation results (part 1)

LL
par
BIC

!" (before sign)
!# (before sign)
!$ (before sign)
!% (before sign)
!" (800 to 600yds)
!# (800 to 600yds)
!$ (800 to 600yds)
!% (800 to 600yds)
!" (600 to 400yds)
!# (600 to 400yds)
!$ (600 to 400yds)
!% (600 to 400yds)
!" (400 to 200yds)
!# (400 to 200yds)
!$ (400 to 200yds)
!% (400 to 200yds)
!" (final 200yds)
!# (final 200yds)
!$ (final 200yds)
!% (final 200yds)
!$ (at closure)
!% (at closure)
&$,#(
&"−#,#*
+#,
+#.,
../
.0

Base
simulator
model

Base SP
model

Simulator
LC model

SP LC model

LC model on joint data

-641.05
25
1,496.99

-294.34
13
667.20

-639.38
29
1,528.04

-284.20
17
671.08

-923.40
44
2,228.31

est
-1.45
-1.79
-2.94
0

rob t
-3.75
-4.63
-6.7
-

est

-4.08

-10.36

-4.68

-3.98
-1.70
0
-3.64
-3.89
-1.67
0
-3.50
-4.02
-0.62
0
-5.13
-4.22
-0.89
0.00

-10.18
-3.12
-8.36
-7.32
-3.35
-5.99
-6.98
-1.35
-6.78
-9.08
-1.77
-

-4.27
-1.67
0
-4.50
-4.47
-1.65
0
-4.51
-4.89
-0.61
0
-6.20
-5.24
-0.86
0

-3.76
-1.73
0.23
0
-3.44
-1.98
0.01
0
0
-2.52
0.57
0
-0.23
0

rob t

-6.34
-3.46
0.64
-4.23
-2.67
0.04
-5.01
1.59
-0.87
-

est
-1.74
-2.07
-2.85
0

rob t
-4.24
-4.57
-6.06
11.04
-9.92
-3.1
-9.33
-7.48
-3.29
-5.78
-7.09
-1.34
-8.11
-6.64
-1.66
-

-0.08 -1.22
1.11
2.45
-4.59 -2.7
-0.48 -0.63
61.21%
0.62%
37.79%
0.38%

est

rob t

-0.25
-0.2
1.67
1.42
-0.34 -0.78
0
-0.18 -0.13
1.27
0.97
-0.46 -1.21
0
0.00
-0.36 -0.35
0.15
0.34
0
-0.82
-2.2
0
1.71
4.15
-3.80 -3.33
-0.57 -0.84
2.23
2.67
6.20%
3.50%
57.68%
32.62%

simulator
est
rob t
-1.65 -4.11
-1.97 -4.86
-2.86 -6.67
0
-4.50

-8.96

-4.17
-1.62
0
-4.24
-4.19
-1.58
0
-4.30
-4.56
-0.53
0
-6.13
-5.08
-0.79
0.00

-9.39
-3.27
-5.78
-6.23
-3.11
-4.23
-5.06
-1.2
-7
-5.64
-1.43
-

-0.29 -0.63
1.03 1.75
-1.11 -1.54
-0.91 -1.31
53.53%
17.68%
21.64%
7.15%

SP
est

rob t

-4.26 -5.92
-2.38 -3.44
-0.20 -0.48
0
-4.21 -4.31
-2.74 -2.85
-0.35 -0.86
0
0
-3.99 -3.47
0.20 0.47
0
-0.64 -1.8
0
1.89 3.63
1.94 1.45
-1.11 -1.54
-0.91 -1.31
53.53%
17.68%
21.64%
7.15%
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TABLE 3: Estimation results (part 2)
Base
simulator
model

constant for gap
acceptance front
constant for gap
acceptance back
shift in gap if slower than
behind (m/s)
shift in gap if faster than
front (m/s)
change in gap for every
km closer to closure
change 1 lane
change 2 lanes
change 3 lanes
vehicles_visible
faster than vehicle in
front (m/s)
empty lane behind
faster than vehicle behind
(m/s)

est

rob t

2.23

Base SP
model

est

SP LC
model

3.67

2.24

3.41

2.12

3.32

1.29

1.23

1.39

1.22

1.22

1.13

0.10

1.53

0.10

1.35

0.11

1.7

0.16

2.2

0.17

2.2

0.15

2.01

-0.30

-0.32

-0.30

-0.28

-0.40

-0.39

-5.77

-19.03

-0.07

-0.94

-0.75
-3.38
-4.93
-0.35

-1.12

-0.07

-1.26

-

0.44

1.79

0.45

1.8

0.27

3.5

0.27

2.75

-5.80

-19.48

-0.07

-1.02

-0.06

rob t

simulator
est
rob t

rob t

-5.31
-7.34
-5.9
-6.13

est

LC model on joint data

est

-0.90
-3.36
-4.90
-0.31

rob t

Simulator LC
model

-4.42
-7.04
-5.97
-5.64

SP
est

rob t

-3.94
-6.27
-5.55
-5.69

-5.77

-19.6

-0.07

-0.85

-0.73
-3.39
-4.96
-0.32

-

-0.07

-1.38

-

-

-

-

0.44

1.74

-

-

-

-

0.28

3.34

-

-
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between 800 and 600 yds from closure
class a

class b

class c

before closure sign

class d

class a

class b

class c

class d

1

0.00

-5.00

-4
lane 1 constant sim

lane 2 constant sim

lane 3 constant sim

lane 1 constant sim

between 600 and 400 yds from closure
class a

class b

class c

lane 2 constant sim

lane 3 constant sim

between 400 and 200 yds from closure

class d

class a

1

1

-9

-9

class b

class c

class d

lane 1 constant sim

lane 1 constant SP

lane 2 constant sim

lane 1 constant sim

lane 1 constant SP

lane 2 constant sim

lane 2 constant SP

lane 3 constant sim

lane 3 constant SP

lane 2 constant SP

lane 3 constant sim

lane 3 constant SP

final 200 yds from closure
class a

class b

class c

at closure
class d

class a

class b

class c

class d

0
-5
lane 1 constant sim

lane 1 constant SP

lane 2 constant sim

lane 2 constant SP

lane 3 constant sim

lane 3 constant SP

-5
lane 3 constant SP

Figure 6: Lane specific constants at different distances and for different latent classes
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